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Abstract

Results are presented for a program to determine the near-threshold fatigue crack growth behavior appropriate for metallic rotorcraft alloys. Four alloys, all commonly used in the manufacture of rotorcraft, were selected for study: Aluminum alloy 7050, 4340 steel, AZ91E Magnesium, and Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (β-STOA). The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) sponsored this research to advance efforts to incorporate damage tolerance design and analysis as requirements for rotorcraft certification. Rotocraft components are subjected to high-cycle fatigue and are typically subjected to higher stresses and more stress cycles per flight hour than fixed-wing aircraft components. Fatigue lives of rotorcraft components are generally spent initiating small fatigue cracks that propagate slowly under near-threshold crack-tip loading conditions. For these components, the fatigue life is very sensitive to the near-threshold characteristics of the material.

Introduction

Up to the 1990s, rotorcraft have been designed almost exclusively using the safe-life philosophy with the Palmgren and Miner rule of linear cumulative damage being used to establish retirement times for the dynamic components (refs. 1,2). Safe-life has been a fairly reliable design approach for rotorcraft. However, the safe-life approach has a number of critical limitations: it does not include a way to quantify reliability; it increases maintenance costs because it requires parts be retired even if they have no detectable damage; and most importantly, it does not model cracks, the predominant root cause of structural failure. These limitations and others have led the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to consider implementing the damage tolerance (DT) design approach into the federal air regulations (FAR). One study in the 1980s (ref. 3) showed that some rotorcraft components in a safe-life designed rotorcraft could be managed using DT while others would have to be redesigned. A more recent analytical study (ref. 4) showed how important the crack-growth threshold values were on determining adequate inspection intervals. Due to the high-cycle load content of rotorcraft load spectra, approximately 12,000 cycles per hour compared to 120 cycles per hour for a fighter aircraft, once loads exceed the crack growth threshold very short crack-growth lives often exist.

The crack-growth rate threshold, $\Delta K_{th}$, shown in Figure 1 is the value of the stress intensity below which cracks propagate at an insignificant rate. Most of the data in the literature for $\Delta K_{th}$ is obtained through a test procedure called the constant R load reduction procedure, where R is called the stress ratio, $R = S_{\text{min}} / S_{\text{max}} = K_{\text{min}} / K_{\text{max}}$. In the constant R load reduction procedure, the cyclic load is continually decreased during the test. This causes the crack driving force, $\Delta K$, to diminish until the crack growth rate is at or below a sufficiently low value, typically $3.9 \times 10^{-9}$ inch/cycle ($10^{-10}$ m/cycle) per the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard E647 (ref. 5). During the last decade, some studies have suggested that non-conservative values for the threshold can be generated using this procedure (refs. 6, 7). Other studies have shown that the constant-R load reduction procedure may produce threshold values only about 10% higher than detailed compression precracking procedures designed to avoid load history effects, here, defined as crack growth rate data that varies due to test loading history (refs. 6, 8, 9). For high-cycle-fatigue applications, like many rotorcraft components, it is important to accurately determine the crack growth threshold. Non-conservative values (estimated too low) may result in premature structural failure while overly conservative values (estimated too high) may degrade rotorcraft performance due to excessive structural weight.
The original objective of this project was aimed at avoiding load history effects using a procedure where compression precracking followed by increasing load is used as an alternate procedure for generating fatigue crack-growth rate threshold data. This compression precracking (CPC) procedure, as originally proposed, would produce the entire $da/dN$-versus-$\Delta K$ curve from threshold to failure in a single increasing-$\Delta K$ test. However, recent analytical and experimental results of the CPC test procedure has shown that load history effects exist even in this test procedure. Specifically, finite element results have shown that a tensile residual stress field exists as a result of the compression loading, and is supported with experimental results (ref. 10). Modifications to the CPC test procedure have been proposed in an effort to eliminate residual stress effects, but, at this time, no such method has proven successful (ref. 10). Detailed examples of CPC test results are provided in the Appendix.

![Log crack growth rate](image)

Log crack growth rate $da/dN$ vs. Log crack-tip driving force $\Delta K$

Figure 1. Schematic of typical fatigue crack-growth rate data.

After learning of the CPC testing issues, the project was refocused to better provide technical support to the rotorcraft industries to allow helicopter components to be designed and managed using damage-tolerance fatigue life methods. As previously stated, some research results suggest that the current ASTM-standard fatigue crack growth (FCG) test method, ASTM E647 (ref. 5), may produce non-conservative results under certain conditions (ref. 11). However, the effect of load history on test data is uncertain because some research results indicate that the current test method is only affected by load history for certain conditions. Load history effects represent a potential shortcoming with the standard test method and are a major technical issue that must be addressed because the fatigue lives of most rotorcraft components are dominated by the near-threshold FCG behavior.

The rotorcraft program is a continuation of a similar program for propeller materials (ref. 12). One of the broad objectives of that program was to develop and validate the original CPC concept. In conjunction with that program, and as a result of unexpected experimental results, finite element analyses were run to explore the possible effects of residual stresses on crack growth rate data. Analysis results, as well as subsequent testing on 7050 aluminum sheet material, showed that for the loading levels investigated, the residual stresses caused by the compression precracking affected the crack growth rate data until the crack grew approximately 2-3 times the estimated compression-induced notch-tip plastic...
zone (ref. 10). The loading levels investigated were somewhat above the fatigue crack growth threshold ($\Delta K_{th} = 3 \text{ ksi\sqrt{in}}$ is typical of 7000-series aluminum alloys). The effects may be slightly larger for lower loading levels and slightly lower at higher loading levels. These analytical and experimental results have challenged the validity of the original CPC test method and influenced the direction of this program.

The first objective of the re-focused test plan is to examine the potential problems with the standard FCG test method and, if needed, propose alternate test methods to obtain near-threshold FCG data that is not affected by load history. Both experimental and analytical methods may be used to achieve this objective. The second objective of this project is to perform tests on materials commonly used in rotorcraft so that the experimental results can be directly used by the rotorcraft industries. This proposed work would compliment the propeller research to verify and modify the CPC test method to eliminate residual stress effects. Because these alternate plans involve some $\Delta K$-reduction tasks, and some research results suggest that any $\Delta K$-reduction scheme would result in load-history-induced closure (refs. 9, 10), it is even more important to evaluate the effect of the $\Delta K$-reduction test method. Finally, if guidelines on acceptable load history can be established that are useful for evaluating the wealth of current data in the literature and in industry databases, retesting all potentially affected materials may be avoided.

Materials

Four materials were selected for study: aluminum alloy 7050, 4340 steel, AZ91E magnesium, and Ti-6Al-4V ($\beta$-STOA). Two of these materials are well-behaved and ideal for evaluating load history effects; aluminum alloy 7050 and 4340 steel. The two remaining materials (AZ91E magnesium and Ti-6Al-4V) can be investigated using the standard method (ASTM E647) at the most critical stress ratio for load history effects ($R = 0.1$) and using the constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ procedure to obtain closure-free data. While Ti-6Al-4V ($\beta$-STOA) is a critical and valuable alloy for industry, the same characteristics that make it highly desirable also make it a potentially difficult alloy to use for evaluating load history effects. Specifically, this alloy has been provided in a forged product form with an unknown residual stress state, and has an extremely course microstructure (grain diameter of approximately 1 mm or 1,000 microns) that is likely to result in crack branching and high crack closure levels due to crack-wake roughness. The magnesium alloy, provided in the form of cast plates, is likely better behaved, but has low fracture toughness ($K_{\text{IC}} < 15 \text{ ksi\sqrt{in}}$) and fatigue crack growth threshold ($\Delta K_{th}$) values.

Fatigue Crack Growth Threshold Testing

To evaluate the current test method, it is proposed that a series of standard $\Delta K$-reduction tests be performed, each with a different load history by choosing a different initial $\Delta K$ value or $K$-gradient. Substantial evidence from the literature shows that high starting $\Delta K$ values can result in load history effects, but no detailed study has been performed (ref. 13). This same study showed that different specimen configurations ($K_{\text{th}}$ surface crack and through-thickness compact tension (CT) specimens) give the same FCG threshold if starting test conditions are carefully controlled. The CT specimen size in reference 12 is smaller (width, $W = 2$ inches) than that used by the previously funded FAA propeller program ($W = 3$ inches). This rotorcraft program uses both CT specimen configurations (width, $W = 2$ inches and thickness, $B = 0.25$ inches for 7050 aluminum and AZ91E magnesium; $W = 3$ and $B = 0.5$ inches for 4340 steel and Ti-6Al-4V). Tests with different starting $\Delta K$ values ($\Delta K_i$) that produce the same fatigue crack growth rate data are assumed to be unaffected by load history. As an example, consider three sets of crack growth data, all identical with the exception of the initial $\Delta K$ value. If the data for the low and intermediate initial $\Delta K$ values coincide, but the data for the high initial $\Delta K$ value differs (see Figure 2a), then it is assumed that tests started at or below the intermediate $\Delta K$ value will be free of load
history effects. If all three data sets were to coincide (see Figure 2b), then there would be no evidence of load history effects.
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(a) Affected by load history  
(b) Not affected by load history

Figure 2. Schematics of expected crack growth behavior for $\Delta K$-reduction testing.

**Experimental Results**

**Aluminum Alloy 7050**

CT specimens ($W = 2$ inches and $B = 0.25$ inches) were machined from 6-inch-thick plate material in the L-T orientation. During testing, crack length was monitored using back face compliance data, and loads were continuously adjusted to achieve programmed stress intensity factors. A series of tests were conducted using constant-$R$ and constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ test methods outlined in ASTM standard E647 (ref. 5). Tests were conducted such that $\Delta K$ was smoothly and gradually changed with increasing crack length. The rate of change in $\Delta K$ is defined by the $K$-gradient, $C$. For constant-$R$ decreasing-$\Delta K$ tests, a $K$-gradient of $C = -2$/inch was used, while $C = -10$/inch was used during constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ decreasing-$\Delta K$ tests. Multiple constant-$R$ tests were conducted for three different values of $R$ (0.1, 0.5, and 0.7). Initial loads were varied to alter the likelihood of load history effects; tests started at higher $\Delta K$ values would be more likely affected by load history due to higher plasticity levels at the start of the test.

Constant-$R = 0.1$ test data are shown in Figure 3 to highlight differences in crack growth rates due to starting $\Delta K$ values. Here four tests are shown, each with a different initial $\Delta K$ value. The standard test procedure (ASTM E647) suggests that constant-$R$ $\Delta K$-decreasing tests be started at crack growth rates no greater than $4 \times 10^{-7}$ inch/cycle ($10^{-8}$ m/cycle). However, for this study, this guideline is violated to characterize the effect of initial $\Delta K$, $\Delta K_i$. The data for the highest initial $\Delta K$ ($\Delta K_i = 9$ ksi/$\sqrt{\text{in}}$) show a crack growth threshold of approximately $\Delta K_{\text{th}} = 2.6$ ksi/$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, which is slightly lower than the threshold.

---

1 For crack growth specimens made from rolled sheet or plate product forms, the L-T orientation means that the axis of loading corresponds to the longitudinal (L) direction and crack growth is in the long-transverse (T) direction.
value for $\Delta K_i = 7.2$ ksi/in ($\Delta K_{th} = 2.7$ ksi/in). Results for the lowest initial $\Delta K$ ($\Delta K_i = 3.1$ ksi/in) produced a threshold of approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 2.45$ ksi/in, which is slightly higher than the result for $\Delta K_i = 4.5$ ksi/in ($\Delta K_{th} = 2.2$ ksi/in).

Examination of the near-threshold data in Figure 3 (for example, at $d\alpha/dN = 10^{-8}$ inch/cycle) reveals that the near threshold crack growth rates for tests started at the extremely high and low initial $\Delta K$ values are bounded by the test data started at the intermediate initial $\Delta K$ values.\(^2\) Were the variations in $\Delta K_{th}$ for these tests a result of load history, $\Delta K_{th}$ values corresponding to high initial $\Delta K$ tests would be expected to be higher than those for low initial $\Delta K$ tests. The variations in $\Delta K_{th}$ for the data in Figure 3 ($2.2$ ksi/in $< \Delta K_{th} < 2.7$ ksi/in) appear to be somewhat independent of the load history. This observation suggests that something else may be affecting these data, e.g., environmental variables such as humidity.

Constant-R = 0.5 test data for 7050 aluminum are shown in Figure 4 for initial $\Delta K$ values of $\Delta K_i = 2.5$ ksi/in and 5.0 ksi/in. The crack growth thresholds for these tests are approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 1.55$ ksi/in and 1.65 ksi/in, respectively. These data suggest that a subtle load history effect may exist, although, this small difference in $\Delta K_{th}$ may be explained by other factors, e.g., environment. Further testing, beyond the scope of this study, is needed to settle this issue.

Constant-R = 0.7 test data for 7050 aluminum are shown in Figure 5 both increasing and decreasing $\Delta K$ tests. All data are in excellent agreement suggesting that the crack growth rate data are not affected by differences in load history. These results indicate that the crack growth threshold for $R = 0.7$ is approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 1.4$ ksi/in, and seems to be independent of load history for $\Delta K_i < 5$ ksi/in.

---

\(^2\) Axes on the plots presented in this paper are scaled to best observe differences between similar sets of data. Although no effort is made to maintain consistency in scaling of axes, no attempt is made in this paper to compare results for different materials or load ratio shown in other plots.
Figure 4. Constant-R = 0.5 fatigue crack growth data for aluminum alloy 7050.

Figure 5. Constant-R = 0.7 fatigue crack growth data for aluminum alloy 7050.
Constant-$K_{\max}$ test data for 7050 aluminum are shown in Figure 6 for $K_{\max}$ values of 5 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, 10 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, and 15 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. In general, the near-threshold crack growth data for higher $K_{\max}$ values are slightly greater than the corresponding rates for tests at lower $K_{\max}$ values. However, these differences appear to be small, and result in threshold values ranging from $\Delta K_{th} = 1.25$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ to $\Delta K_{th} = 1.15$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. The subtle decrease in $\Delta K_{th}$ with increasing $K_{\max}$ value observed in Figure 6 is similar to that observed in other commonly-used 7000-series aluminum alloys (ref. 14). The deviation observed in the $K_{\max} = 5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ data for $\Delta K > 3$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ ($R < 0.4$) is a result of crack closure that occurs at low values of $R$ near the start of constant-$K_{\max}$ tests.

![Graph showing fatigue crack growth data for aluminum alloy 7050.]

Figure 6. Constant-$K_{\max}$ fatigue crack growth data for aluminum alloy 7050.

### 4340 Steel

The compact tension specimens used in this study ($W = 3$ inches, $B = 0.5$ inches) were machined from 4340 steel forgings. Fatigue crack growth tests were performed in computer-controlled servo-hydraulic machines. Fatigue tests on this alloy, for a similar study on propeller materials, showed little evidence of load history effects (ref. 12).

Constant-$R = 0.1$ fatigue crack growth test data for 4340 steel are plotted in Figure 7. Data are shown for increasing-$\Delta K$ ($C = +5$/inch) and decreasing-$\Delta K$ ($C = -2$/inch) conditions. Based on these data, the fatigue crack growth threshold is approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 8.0$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. Note that this value of crack growth threshold is slightly higher than that value reported in reference 12 ($\Delta K_{th} = 7$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$), however, this difference is likely due to the differences in product forms and processing of different manufacturers. The excellent agreement between all three sets of data suggests an absence of load history effects.

Fatigue crack growth data for $R = 0.3$ and 0.7 are plotted in Figures 8 and 9, respectively, for multiple tests performed with a variety of load histories ($\Delta K$-increasing and $\Delta K$-decreasing). For the $R = 0.3$ test
condition, the fatigue crack growth threshold is approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 5.8 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$, while the threshold value corresponding to the $R = 0.7$ condition is nearly $\Delta K_{th} = 3.0 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$. Although, reference 12 does not provide any $R = 0.3$ test data for comparison, the crack growth results for $R = 0.7$ are in excellent agreement with the results of Figure 9. For each load ratio, the excellent agreement between all data sets, regardless of difference in load history, suggests that load history effects are negligible.

![Figure 7. Constant-R = 0.1 fatigue crack growth data for 4340 steel.](image)

Constant-$K_{\max}$ fatigue crack growth data are plotted in Figure 10 for three different values of $K_{\max}$ ($K_{\max} = 11 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$, $15 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$, and $30 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$). The near-threshold results ($\Delta K < 5 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$) for all three sets of data are in good agreement, as expected for commonly used engineering alloys where the majority of load ratio effects are a result of crack closure. Since crack closure is less important at high-$R$ conditions the value of fatigue crack growth threshold, here approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 2.8 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$ is very nearly equal to the result for $R = 0.7$ (recall Figure 9, $\Delta K_{th} = 3.0 \text{ ksi}\sqrt{\text{in}}$).

**Ti-6-4 β-STOA**

A titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) was provided by a rotorcraft manufacturer in forgings of the β-STOA (solution treated over aged) condition. As provided, this alloy has a very coarse microstructure having nearly equi-axed grains nearly 1 mm (0.04 inches) in diameter. Compact tension specimens ($W = 3$ inches, $B = 0.5$ inches) were machined from near-net-shape forgings. Larger specimens were used for this material due to the coarse microstructure.
Figure 8. Constant-R = 0.3 fatigue crack growth data for 4340 steel.

Figure 9. Constant-R = 0.7 fatigue crack growth data for 4340 steel.
Figure 10. Constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ fatigue crack growth data for 4340 steel.

Figure 11. Constant-$R = 0.1$ fatigue crack growth data for Ti-6Al-4V ($\beta$-STOA).
Constant-R = 0.1 test data for Ti-6Al-4V are shown in Figure 11 for initial $\Delta K$ values of $\Delta K_i = 27$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, 18 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, 13.5 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, and 9 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. With the exception of the data set initiated at $\Delta K_i = 9$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, these data are generally in good agreement. However, there appears to be a significant degree of scatter or randomness associated with these data. For example, the crack growth rates for the $\Delta K_i = 13.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ are initially greater than for the tests started at higher $\Delta K_i$. This behavior is not be expected if load history effects were the primary cause of differences in these data. A significantly lower $\Delta K_{th}$ is observed for the test results corresponding to the lowest $\Delta K_i$ value ($\Delta K_i = 9$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$). However, during this test the crack deviated out of plane by nearly 10°, and crack length measurements on each side of the specimen indicated that the crack growth was significantly slower on one side relative to the other (crack front did not remain straight).

A highly tortuous crack path was observed during all tests, with typical asperity dimensions similar to the average grain diameter (1 mm). The titanium specimens used were 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) thick, or approximately 13 grain diameters. Considering that the entire crack front would likely be contained within such a limited number of grains at any given time, it is not unreasonable to believe that the variability or randomness observed in the data of Figure 11 are due to microstructural effects. Due to concerns that microstructural effects are significant, this alloy is a poor choice for a study on load history effects.

Constant-R = 0.5 data for titanium are shown in Figure 12. Here, the crack growth curve is comprised of results from two tests, a decreasing-$\Delta K$ test initiated at $\Delta K_i = 5.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and an increasing-$\Delta K$ test initiated at $\Delta K_i = 4.0$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. Considering that these data appear to contain a significant degree of randomness (similar to the R = 0.1 results), good agreement is seen between these data where values of $\Delta K$ coincide ($4.0$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}} < \Delta K < 5.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$).

Constant-R = 0.7 data for titanium are shown in Figure 13. Here, the crack growth curve is comprised of results from three tests, a decreasing-$\Delta K$ test initiated at $\Delta K_i = 4.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and two increasing-$\Delta K$ tests initiated at $\Delta K_i = 4.0$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and 11.0 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. The variability seen in Figures 11 and 12 are also observed in Figure 13, especially near the fatigue crack growth threshold. Considering the inherent variability associated with this material, the data of Figure 13 are in good agreement.

Constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ fatigue crack growth data for titanium are plotted in Figure 14 for three $K_{\text{max}}$ levels; $K_{\text{max}} = 40$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, 20 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, and 10 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. Higher crack growth rates, $da/dN$, and lower crack growth thresholds, $\Delta K_{th}$, are observed with increasing $K_{\text{max}}$. Here, the threshold decreases from approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 3.8$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ to 2.5 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ as $K_{\text{max}}$ increases from $K_{\text{max}} = 10$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ to 40 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, respectively, a 34% reduction in $\Delta K_{th}$. Although no additional constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ testing was performed, further reduction in $\Delta K_{th}$ is expected to occur for $K_{\text{max}}$ values greater than 40 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$.

**AZ91E Magnesium**

AZ91E Magnesium was provided in cast plates approximately 14 inches square and 0.5 inches thick. Compact tension specimens ($W = 2$ inches, $B = 0.25$ inches) were machined from these plates with the specimen sides at least 0.5 inches from the plate edges to avoid any microstructural gradient that may have been created during processing. Additionally, the outer surfaces of the plate were milled down approximately 1/8 inch (creating a 0.25 inch thick specimen from a 0.5 inch thick plate) to avoid any microstructural gradient that may exist near the plate surface.
Figure 12. Constant-R = 0.5 fatigue crack growth data for Ti-6Al-4V (β-STOA).

Figure 13. Constant-R = 0.7 fatigue crack growth data for Ti-6Al-4V (β-STOA).
Constant-R = 0.1 fatigue crack growth data for magnesium are plotted in Figure 15. Two increasing-$\Delta K$ tests ($\Delta K_i = 4.8$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and $2.8$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$) and two decreasing-$\Delta K$ tests ($\Delta K_i = 4.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and $2.0$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$) are shown. All of these results are in excellent agreement suggesting that the fatigue crack growth rate data is not sensitive to load history. These data suggest that the $R = 0.1$ threshold is approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 1.65$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. The high $\Delta K$ data show that crack growth rates rapidly increase with increasing $\Delta K$ until specimen failure occurs at approximately $\Delta K = 14$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ ($K_{\text{max}} = 15.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$). Although not a standard fracture toughness test, this provides an unofficial estimate of the effective cyclic fracture toughness.

Due to the excellent agreement observed in the constant-$R = 0.1$ data (see Figure 15), load history is not expected to be an issue at higher $R$. Constant-$R = 0.7$ fatigue crack growth data for magnesium are plotted in Figure 16. Results for two tests are shown (one $\Delta K$ increasing and one $\Delta K$ decreasing). The fatigue crack growth rate data for these tests are in excellent agreement. The results shown in Figure 16 indicate that the $R = 0.7$ threshold for this material is approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 1.02$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. The higher $\Delta K$ results show rapidly increasing $da/dN$ with increasing $\Delta K$ until specimen failure occurs at $\Delta K = 4.4$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ ($K_{\text{max}} = 14.7$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$), which is similar to the non-standard effective toughness value obtained from the $R = 0.1$ results.

Constant-$K_{\text{max}}$ fatigue crack growth data for magnesium are shown in Figure 17 for $K_{\text{max}}$ levels of 10 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and 5 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$. As the constant-$R = 0.1$ and constant-$R = 0.7$ results indicate the toughness of this alloy to be approximately $K_c = 15$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, no effort was made to perform a test at higher $K_{\text{max}}$ levels. The fatigue crack growth threshold was observed to decrease from approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 0.98$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ to $\Delta K_{th} = 0.72$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ as the $K_{\text{max}}$ value increased from 5 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ to 10 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, respectively, a 27% reduction. Considering that $K_{\text{max}} = 10$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ is likely greater than 65% of the material toughness, this observation suggests that fatigue crack growth rates are elevated at high $K_{\text{max}}$ values.
Figure 15. Constant-$R = 0.1$ fatigue crack growth data for AZ91E Magnesium.

Figure 16. Constant-$R = 0.7$ fatigue crack growth data for AZ91E Magnesium.
Discussion of Results

The objectives of this study were to (1) generate fatigue crack growth data needed for damage tolerance life predictions for rotorcraft materials and (2) determine if the ASTM standard method for fatigue crack growth testing was affected by load history. Originally, tests were planned to evaluate an alternate test method where specimens were pre-cracked under compressive applied loading, however, this portion of the test program was abandoned after preliminary results revealed problems with this compressive pre-cracking test method (see Appendix).

The fatigue crack growth results were presented in Figures 3-17. For standard ΔK-reduction tests on aluminum alloy 7050 for R = 0.1, a slight increase in crack growth threshold (ΔKth) was observed with initial ΔK value (ΔKi) as shown in Figure 18. Crack growth threshold (open circular symbols) and the crack growth rate (da/dN) corresponding to the start of the test (solid triangular symbols) are plotted against initial ΔK. If all of these tests were unaffected by load history, then ΔKth should be independent of ΔKi (horizontal line in Figure 18), however, there does appear to be a subtle trend for increasing ΔKth with increasing ΔKi. Considering that the extreme values of ΔKth do not correspond to the extreme values of ΔKi, it seems that there is an element of scatter or unexplained variation in these data. It is possible that an uncontrolled variable, such as humidity (ref. 7), is responsible for this variation and potentially has a greater influence on ΔKth than load history (ΔKi).

The initial crack growth rates are considered of interest because ASTM Standard E647, Section 8.6 does not recommend starting ΔK-reduction tests at crack growth rates greater than 4×10^{-7} inches/cycle (10^{-8} m/cycle). This upper bound on initial crack growth rate is shown on the right side of Figure 18 as a horizontal dashed line. Tests started at ΔKi = 9.0 ksi√/in and 7.2 ksi√/in violate this recommendation.
(because those data are above the horizontal dashed line) while the tests started at $\Delta K_i = 4.5$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ and 3.15 ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$ satisfy this recommendation. Note that these tests were intentionally performed in violation of ASTM Standard E647, Section 8.6, to exacerbate potential load history effects. Considering that the high $\Delta K_i$ data fails to meet all recommendations of ASTM E647, no clear trend in $\Delta K_{th}$ as a function of $\Delta K_i$ is obvious, although, more results are needed to characterize such a small influence.

![Figure 18. Plot of critical parameters for R = 0.1 $\Delta K$-reduction tests on aluminum alloy 7050.](image)

Similar analysis of the titanium R = 0.1 data is difficult due to the significant variation in the crack growth data. Presumably, this variation is due to the large grain size of this alloy. Considering that the average grain diameter is approximately 1 mm (0.04 inches), a crack front (nominal specimen thickness = 0.5 inches) may be contained within as few as 13 grains, which may explain the scatter in the data. There is excellent agreement between all sets of R = 0.1 data, with the exception of the test started at the lowest $\Delta K_i$ ($\Delta K_i = 9$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$), which produced a threshold of approximately $\Delta K_{th} = 6$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$, which was nearly 25% lower than the other tests ($\Delta K_{th} = 8$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$). No observations were made to explain this observation; further study is needed to determine what conditions, if any, that R = 0.1 crack growth is possible for $\Delta K < 6$ ksi$\sqrt{\text{in}}$.

No load history effects, here considered to be variation in $\Delta K_{th}$ as a function of $\Delta K_i$, were noted for the other alloys (4340 steel, Ti-6Al-4V, and AZ91E magnesium), so no further scrutiny was given to these alloys. Factors not considered in this study, such as microstructural effects and environment (ref. 7), or $K_{\text{max}}$ effects (ref. 14), appeared to have a greater influence on the crack growth threshold ($\Delta K_{th}$) than load history, at least for the alloys and test conditions examined.
Summary

The results of a fatigue crack growth study, conducted on commonly-used rotorcraft alloys, have been presented. Due to concerns in the fracture mechanics community regarding load history effects during standard ΔK-reduction fatigue crack growth testing, special attention was given to the possibility of load history effects; defined as crack growth results that are artificially affected by details of the test procedure. A series of tests were performed, with emphasis on R = 0.1 (where load history effects are believed to be most significant), with different initial ΔK values (ΔK_i). The results presented in this document revealed almost no evidence of load history for two alloys (AZ91E magnesium and 4340 steel). For the two other alloys (7050 aluminum and Ti-6Al-4V (β-STOA)) subtle differences in crack growth threshold (ΔK_th) for different ΔK_i were observed, but no obvious trends were found, possibly suggesting that other variables (e.g., microstructure variations or variable humidity levels) could be responsible for this behavior.

An alternate crack growth test method, called compression precracking, where cracks are initiated in standard compact specimen by cyclically applied compressive loads, was also evaluated. Analysis of the results showed little or no apparent load history effects where ASTM Standard E647, and all recommendations, was strictly followed. However, the compression precracking test method was shown to produce load history effects, resulting from tensile compressive stresses imparted during compressive loading, which significantly affected the subsequent near-threshold crack growth rate data. Based on the findings presented in this paper, no load history problems were found when the standard crack growth test procedure (ASTM E647) was strictly followed.
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Appendix – Compression Precracking Results

Compression precracking tests were conducted by initiating fatigue cracks under cyclic compressive loads (refs. 9, 10, 12). A small tensile zone exists near the crack starter notch, which permits crack initiation, but without leaving large-scale plasticity in the crack wake. Without a significant amount of crack wake plasticity, crack growth testing can be started at low ΔK values (near the fatigue crack growth threshold). However, recent results have shown that compression precracking introduces significant residual tensile stresses that affect fatigue crack growth rates during subsequent testing (ref. 10). Constant-ΔK tests were used to evaluate the extent of the CPC-induced residual stress zone. Under constant-ΔK conditions crack growth results plotted as crack length versus cycle count should show a constant slope if steady-state conditions exist.3 After compression precracking, the tensile residual stress is known to decrease as the crack propagates, such that the effective load ratio decreases from an artificially high value (depending on the severity of the compression precracking) to asymptotically approach the applied load ratio.

The results for a typical CPC test are shown in Figures A1 through A3. For this example, an aluminum 7050 CT specimen (W = 2 inches, B = 0.25 inches) was subjected to compression precracking at Pmin = -108 lbf and Pmax = -5.4 lbf, followed by tensile loading at Pmax = 175 lbf and R = 0.1. The crack-length-versus-cycle-count data during the compressive precracking are shown in Figure A1. Note that crack length values shown in Figure A1 are relative to the tip of the crack-starter notch, which has a length of 0.396 inches relative to the axis of applied loading (pin-hole center line). Initially, a high crack growth rate (slope of the curve) is observed; nearly 0.018 inches of crack growth occurs in the first 1,000 cycles. As the crack propagates out to approximately 0.030 inches, a significant reduction in crack growth rate occurs. CPC is stopped after 16,000 cycles and approximately 0.037 inches of crack growth. Only 4,000 cycles (25% of the total) is required to produce approximately 0.028 inches of crack growth (75% of the total).

Figure A1. Typical plot of crack-length-versus-cycle-count data during CPC testing.

3 The slope of the crack-length-versus-cycle-count curve is the crack growth rate, da/dN.
Following the compression precracking, a constant-load test was performed at $P_{\text{max}} = 174$ lbf and $R = 0.1$. Crack-length-versus-cycle-count data for this test are shown in Figure A2. As the crack propagates under constant-load conditions, the crack-tip stress intensity factor gradually increases resulting in a gradual increase in $da/dN$. The corresponding crack growth rate data for this test are shown in Figure A3.

Figure A2. Plot of crack-length-versus-cycle-count data for constant-load testing following CPC testing.

Figure A3. Plot of crack growth rate data for constant-load testing following CPC testing.
The CPC test method was proposed as an alternate test method that would be free of load history tests which may affect standard test data. However, recent analytical and experimental results have suggested that compression loading at the crack starter notch produces significant tensile residual stresses that affect subsequent crack growth (ref. 10). Resolving this issue by comparing standard test data with CPC test data has not proved useful as is illustrated in the following example.

In Figure A4, the CPC crack growth data of Figure A3 are plotted with constant-R = 0.1 \( \Delta K \)-reduction data from Figure 3 for comparison. Here, two standard R = 0.1 curves are shown corresponding to initial \( \Delta K \) values of \( \Delta K_i = 4.5 \) ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \) and 9.0 ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \) (open triangular symbols and open square symbols, respectively). Note that each of the standard tests is in good agreement with the CPC test at higher \( \Delta K \) values corresponding to the initiation of the \( \Delta K \)-reduction tests. At lower \( \Delta K \) values, especially near the crack growth thresholds, the standard test data does not agree well with the CPC test. Considering that the CPC test was designed to avoid load history effects that may occur during standard \( \Delta K \)-reduction testing, and that such load history effects presumably would grow larger as the test progressed (greater \( \Delta K \) reduction), it seems reasonable to suspect that (1) the two sets of standard data are affected by some load history effect and (2) the CPC test method may be avoiding, or at least be less affected by, this load history.

![Figure A4. Comparison of CPC and standard low-R test results.](image)

In Figure A5, these same CPC test data are compared with the constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) test data (5 ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \) and 10 ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \)) of Figure 6. Each constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) test was started at R = 0.1 test conditions (\( \Delta K_i = 9 \) ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \) and 4.5 ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \) for constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) values of 5 ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \) and 10 ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \), respectively), and it should be noted that the CPC test results are in good agreement with the constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) test data at the \( \Delta K \) values corresponding to initiation. Considering that constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) tests produce very high values of R near the crack growth threshold it is surprising that the CPC test data is found to be in good agreement with constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) data near \( \Delta K = 2 \) ksi\( \sqrt{\text{in}} \). For this condition the constant-\( K_{\text{max}} \) test is operating at R = 0.8, where crack closure
is widely believed to be a non-factor (ref. 14); however, since the CPC test uses a standard long-crack test specimen at R = 0.1 where some crack closure (not related to load history) would be expected. Considering that a previous study (ref. 10) has shown that CPC testing produces a large tensile residual stress field near the crack-starter notch, and that the magnitude of residual stress decays as the crack propagates, it seems reasonable to suspect that the CPC test agrees at low ΔK due to high residual stresses effectively creating high R crack-tip conditions, and, at higher R these sets of data agree where they should after the magnitude of residual stress has sufficiently decayed. These preliminary results indicate that further study is needed to determine if the CPC test method produces usable fatigue crack growth data.

Figure A5. Comparison of CPC and constant-K\(_{\text{max}}\) test results.
Results are presented for a program to determine the near-threshold fatigue crack growth behavior appropriate for metallic rotorcraft alloys. Four alloys, all commonly used in the manufacture of rotorcraft, were selected for study: Aluminum alloy 7050, 4340 steel, AZ91E Magnesium, and Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (ß-STOA). The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) sponsored this research to advance efforts to incorporate damage tolerance design and analysis as requirements for rotorcraft certification. Rotocraft components are subjected to high-cycle fatigue and are typically subjected to higher stresses and more stress cycles per flight hour than fixed-wing aircraft components. Fatigue lives of rotorcraft components are generally spent initiating small fatigue cracks that propagate slowly under near-threshold crack-tip loading conditions. For these components, the fatigue life is very sensitive to the near-threshold characteristics of the material.